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What are the challenges?���
GeV Neutrino experiments see a mix of cross-sections

◆  Most nucleon data from bubble chambers (low statistics)
◆  Many ways within the nucleus to lose / gain detected exclusive 

production. 
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Cross section definitions
See Formaggio & Zeller RMP 2012

18 April 2016MINERvA – QA cross sections5

• Most nucleon data from bubble chambers (low statistics)
• All Q expts use CH, H2O, Ar targets and beams 0.5-10 GeV

Don’t forget nucleus!

MINERvA

DUNE/LBNF

Thanks to Steve Dytman
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What are these Nuclear Effects in Neutrino Nucleus 
Interactions?

◆  Target nucleon in motion – classical Fermi gas model or spectral 
functions (Benhar et al.) ----> more sophisticated models.

◆  Certain reactions prohibited - Pauli suppression.
◆  Cross sections, form factors and structure functions are modified 

within the nuclear environment and parton distribution functions of 
bound nucleon are different than in an isolated nucleon. 

◆  **Produced topologies are modified by final-state interactions 
modifying topologies and possibly reducing detected energy.
▼  Convolution of σ(nπ)  x formation zone model x  π-charge-exchange/

absorption cross sections.
◆  **Nucleon-nucleon correlations such as MEC and SRC and even 

RPA implying multi-nucleon initial states. 

◆  Ab initio Green’s Function MC techniques - limited to inclusive, 
non-relativistic ≤ C.  Need exclusive, relativistic on A ≥ Ar.



Final State Interactions (FSI)
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Final state interactions [FSI]

Plan
MC in experiment

Neutrino interactions

Nuclear effects
Fermi gas
Spectral function
Final state interactions
Intranuclear cascade
FSI in GENIE

Generating splines

Generating events

Analyzing an output

Tomasz Golan MINERvA101 GENIE 14 / 45

Two models available: hA and hN

ν

µ



The Nucleus:���
Final State Interactions (FSI)

◆  Components of the initial hadron shower interact within the nucleus changing the 
apparent final state configuration and even the detected energy.  Currently using 
mainly cascade models for FSI.

◆  For example, an initial pion can charge exchange or be absorbed on a pair of 
nucleons.

◆  If absorbed, the final observed state is µ + p that makes a fine candidate for QE 
production… but we’ve lost a produced pion event.  We’ve probably also lost 
measurable energy.  As an example, below is for carbon in the NuMI LE beam.
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Example numbers Final µ p Final µ p π
Initial µ p 90% 10%
Initial µ p π 25% 75%



Independent Nucleons?���
The Nucleus: Nucleon-Nucleon Correlations -npnh

◆  Electron and Neutrino scattering
▼  Evidence for MEC in the enhanced 

transverse production in e-A scattering!
▼  Do not forget the axial-vector component!
▼  Of course, what we eventually detect can 

be modified by Final State Interactions 
when interpreting neutrino scattering 
data.

◆  Do not forget that pions can also be 
produced off correlated nucleon pairs 
and can be affected by RPA effects!
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R. Subedi et al., Science 
320, 1476 (2008) 



Physics of GeV ν-nucleus 
Interactions – Nuclear Effects
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How do we Improve our model of these nuclear 
effects - the Nuclear Model?

◆  We need many different measurements sensitive to similar nuclear effects to 
improve our nuclear model.

◆  MINERvA has taken this to heart – we continue with the MINERvA results 
adding to what Jeff Nelson presented on Monday.
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Laura Fields I Recent Results from MINERvA 05/07/16

Introduction
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• The obvious way to attack a problem with multiple unknowns:

Measurement 
#1

Free 
Nucleon 

Cross Section
Fermi 

Momentum

Multi-
nucleon 

Interactions
Pauli Blocking Final State 

Interactions

Measurement 
#2

Measurement 
#3

Measurement 
#4

Measurement 
#N…

By making measurements of different channels, on different nuclei, at different energy ranges, 
using different reconstruction techniques, we can disentangle the many different effects

Figure from Laura Fields



Recent MINERvA Results….
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Recent MINERvA results... in citations 
1.  First evidence of coherent K+ meson production in neutrino-nucleus scattering, PRL 117, 061802 (2016)
2.  Measurement of Neutrino Flux using Neutrino-Electron Elastic Scattering, PRD 93, 112007 (2016)
3.  Measurement of partonic nuclear effects in deep-inelastic neutrino scattering using MINERvA, PRD 93, 

071101 (2016)
4.  Identification of nuclear effects in neutrino-carbon interactions at low three-momentum transfer, PRL 116, 

071802 (2016)
5.  Measurement of electron neutrino quasielastic and quasielastic-like scattering on hydrocarbon at average Eν 

of 3.6 GeV, PRL 116, 081802 (2016)
6.  Single neutral pion production by charged-current anti-νμ interactions on hydrocarbon at average Eν of 3.6 

GeV, PLB 749 130 (2015)
7.  Measurement of muon plus proton final states in νμ Interactions on Hydrocarbon at average Eν of 4.2 GeV, 

PRD 91, 071301 (2015)
8.  Measurement of coherent production of π± in neutrino and anti-neutrino beams on carbon from Eν of 1.5 to 

20 GeV, PRL. 113, 261802 (2014)
9.  Charged pion production in νμ interactions on hydrocarbon at average Eν of 4.0 GeV, PRD 92, 092008 (2015)
10. Measurement of ratios of νμ charged-current cross sections on C, Fe, and Pb to CH at neutrino energies 2–20 

GeV, PRL 112, 231801 (2014)
11. Measurement of muon neutrino quasi-elastic scattering on a hydrocarbon target at Eν~3.5 GeV, PRL 111, 

022502 (2013)
12. Measurement of muon antineutrino quasi-elastic scattering on a hydrocarbon target at Eν~3.5 GeV, PRL 111, 

022501 (2013)
>  Measurement of K+ production in charged-current νμ interactions, arXiv:1604.01728
>  Evidence for neutral-current diffractive neutral pion production from hydrogen in neutrino interactions on 

hydrocarbon, arXiv:1604.01728
>  Cross sections for neutrino and antineutrino induced pion production on hydrocarbon in the few-GeV region 

using MINERvA, arXiv:1606.07127
>  Neutrino flux predictions for the NuMI beam, arXiv:1607.00704
Several public results with in papers preparation
>  Antineutrino quasielastic scattering
>  Neutrino quasielastic scattering
>  Charged current neutrino and antineutrino inclusive cross sections via the low-nu flux method

8/22/16 MINERvA, Nelson/W&M 52



���
The MINERνA Experiment - Detector

◆  120 plastic scintillator modules for tracking and calorimetry (~32k readout channels).
◆  Construction completed Spring 2010.  He and Water added in 2011.
◆  MINOS Near Detector serves as toroidal muon spectrometer.

10
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MINERvA pion production results ���
 Comparison of π0 and π± Models with Data���

Neutrino vs. Antineutrino CC Pion Production

◆  Two individual analyses of the ν --> π+ and ν --> π0 were published 
last year.

◆  We have submitted to the arXiv (1606.07127 hep-ex) the combined 
analysis which permits a more detailed comparison.
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CC pion production

18 April, 2016MINERvA – QA cross sections23

` S+ with Q beam [Phys Rev D92:092008 (2015)]
` S0 with ̅ beam [Phys Lett B749, 130 (2015)]
` First papers emphasized final state interactions (FSI), complete

results will be submitted soon
` Interesting comparisons, better with S0 from Q beam (~1 yr)

νμ p→μ-Δ++, Δ++→pπ+ Candidate

Module Number

μ candidate

p candidate
π candidate

Module Number

νμ p→μ+Δ0, Δ0→nπ0 Candidate



MINERvA: Charged and Neutral Pion Analyses ���
Carrie L. McGivern, Trung Le and Brandon Eberly ���

arXiv:1606.07127
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Motivation Previous Measurements

Signal Definitions

Neutrino
Single charged pion production

nµ +CH ! µ�(1p±)X

X can contain any number of p0s,
no charged pions

Antineutrino
Single neutral pion production

¯nµ +CH ! µ+(1p0)X

X contains no mesons
something here

C.L. McGivern (University of Pittsburgh) Joint Experimental-Theoretical Physics Seminar 12 / 56



Comparison – Eν Distribution���
W (Hadronic Mass) < 1.8 GeV

◆  Sum of all contributing channels up to the measured W of 1.8 GeV 
yielding after all cuts ≈ 5000 π+ and 1000 π0 events.

◆  Agreement on shape is very good, consistent with V-A theory.
◆  GENIE and NEUT overestimate the π+ cross section.
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struck nucleus carries no quantum numbers. The possi-
ble CC(⇡) coherent reactions are:

⌫µ(⌫̄µ) +A ! µ

�(µ+) + ⇡

+(⇡�) +A . (9)

For coherent scattering to occur, the muon-pion system
must have zero electric charge (like the incident ⌫/⌫̄).
Thus coherent CC(⇡) scattering is confined to the ⌫µ-
CC(⇡+) sample; production of single ⇡

0 mesons cannot
occur via CC coherent ⌫/⌫̄ scattering.

Figure 8a shows coherent CC(⇡) scattering to be the
only component process having a pronounced depen-
dence on muon angle. The three dominant processes are
spread fairly uniformly over the angular range, although
the production of �(1232) is predicted to gain promi-
nence at very forward ✓µ values. On the other hand,
Fig. 9a indicates that all of the component processes, in-
cluding coherent CC(⇡+) scattering, distribute broadly
with respect to muon momentum.
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FIG. 10. Cross sections as a function of the neutrino energy
E

⌫

for the ⌫
µ

(a) and ⌫̄
µ

(b) pion production samples. Data
are shown as solid circles. The inner (outer) error bars corre-
spond to statistical (total) uncertainties. The solid (dashed)
distributions show GENIE predictions with (without) FSI,
the long-dashed distribution is the prediction from the NuWro
generator, and the dot-dashed distribution is the prediction
from NEUT generator.

VIII. CC(⇡) CROSS SECTIONS VERSUS E
⌫

Figure 10 shows the cross sections as functions of neu-
trino (antineutrino) energy for the ⌫µ-CC(⇡+) sample
(upper) and for the ⌫̄µ-CC(⇡0) sample (lower plot). Wor-
thy of note is the di↵erence in the ordinate ranges for the
two plots. For the highest E⌫ bin measured in each sam-
ple (hE⌫i = 9.0 GeV), the cross section for ⌫µ-CC(⇡+) is
more than twice as large as the ⌫̄µ-CC(⇡0) cross section.
Also clearly discernible is the di↵erence in the cross sec-
tion rise-with-E⌫ for the two samples. The cross section
for ⌫µ-CC(⇡+) sample (Fig. 10a) reaches its plateau at
E⌫ � 3.0 GeV. However, the cross section for ⌫̄µ-CC(⇡0)
(Fig. 10b), exhibits a gradual rise throughout the mea-
sured region 1.5  E⌫  10.0 GeV.
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FIG. 11. Component reaction processes in GENIE cross-
section predictions for the ⌫

µ

-CC(⇡+) (a) and ⌫̄
µ

-CC(⇡0) (b)
samples. Stacked histograms (bottom to top) show the contri-
butions from (i) pion non-resonance processes, (ii) N⇤ states
above the �(1232), and (iii) �(1232) resonance production.

The relative trends are a manifestation of the underly-
ing vector minus axial-vector (V � A) structure of the
hadronic currents of these semileptonic weak interac-
tions. Within the structure functions of antineutrino
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Comparison – Q2 Distribution���
W < 1.8 GeV

◆  Sensitive largely to V-A structure and nucleon-nucleon correlations as well as 
Pauli Blocking at low Q2.

◆  NuWro (LFG), NEUT and GENIE (RFG) have good shape agreement despite 
differences and overall simplicity of models used.  

◆  In charged pion both GENIE and NEUT over estimate the cross section. NuWro 
has normalization right for π+ but has problems for π0.

◆  Coherent contribution in (an older version?) NEUT unrealistically large. 
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CC scattering, the V � A interference terms have oppo-
site sign compared to corresponding terms in the struc-
ture functions of neutrino CC scattering. The V � A

terms interfere destructively in the hadronic currents of
⌫̄µ-CC scattering, whereas the interference is construc-
tive in ⌫µ-CC interactions. The interferences contribute
significantly to the cross sections in the sub-GeV to few
GeV range of E⌫ and they account for the di↵erent trends
in evolution with E⌫ observed in Fig. 10a,b [23].

Figure 10 compares the measured cross sections to the
predictions of GENIE, NEUT, and NuWro. The pre-
dictions for all of these generators exceed the measured
⌫µ-CC(⇡+) cross section, with GENIE and NEUT ex-
hibiting a much larger disagreement (Fig. 10a). For the
⌫̄µ-CC(⇡0) cross section (Fig. 10b), there is less varia-
tion among the generator predictions and much better
agreement with the data.

Figures 11a,b show the component reaction processes
that are included in the GENIE predictions for cross sec-
tions of the ⌫µ-CC(⇡+) and ⌫̄µ-CC(⇡0) samples, respec-
tively. Notably absent are dramatic changes in the mix-
ture of components with increasing E⌫ . Although the
�(1232) resonance is expected to dominate at low E⌫ in
all models, its relative contribution would be expected
to decrease at higher E⌫ where more energy is available
to excite the struck nucleon. The W cut at 1.8 GeV
however mitigates such an e↵ect. The pion non-resonant
processes feature prominently in the GENIE predictions
for both cross sections. The separation into resonant and
non-resonant processes is model dependent and could be
di↵erent in other models.

IX. d�/dQ2 OF CC(⇡) REACTIONS

The di↵erential cross sections as a function of Q2 for
the ⌫µ-CC(⇡+) and ⌫̄µ-CC(⇡0) samples are shown in
Fig. 12. Note the large di↵erence in the ordinate scales
for the two distributions in corresponding Q

2 bins.
For the generator predictions displayed in Fig. 12,

NEUT and GENIE use a relativistic global Fermi gas
model for nucleon momentum, while NuWro uses a lo-
cal Fermi gas model. The three calculations have very
similar shapes for Q

2

> 0.2 GeV/c2. At the lowest Q

2,
it is possible that nucleon-nucleon correlations and Pauli
blocking may contribute. These e↵ects have been studied
theoretically and experimentally in quasielastic neutrino
scattering [44, 45].

Other e↵ects can modify the cross section in Q

2 bins
below 0.20 GeV2. Recall that coherent scattering can
contribute to ⌫µ-CC(⇡+) but not to ⌫̄µ-CC(⇡0). By its
nature, coherent scattering involves a very small four-
momentum transfer to the target nucleus and so its con-
tribution is confined to very low Q

2. Di↵erent models
are commonly used; while NEUT and GENIE use dif-
ferent implementations of the Rein-Sehgal [31] model,
NuWro uses the Berger-Sehgal [43] model. NEUT pre-
dicts a distinctly larger rate for coherent reaction (9)

than does GENIE. Consequently the NEUT prediction
(Fig. 12a) peaks near Q2 ' 0.0 GeV2, while GENIE and
NuWro do not predict such an e↵ect. In fact, GENIE
and NuWro predict a mild turnover in d�/dQ

2 as Q2 ap-
proaches zero GeV, in agreement with the turnover ex-
hibited by the data. MINERvA has published total cross
section data for coherent pion production [30] using the
same initial data samples as the analyses presented here.
The NEUT prediction for the total coherent cross section
is much larger than those data, while the GENIE predic-
tion roughly agrees with the measured cross section in
both shape and absolute rate.
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FIG. 12. Di↵erential cross sections in four-momentum trans-
fer squared Q2 for the ⌫

µ

-CC(⇡+) sample (a) and the ⌫̄
µ

-
CC(⇡0) sample (b). Data are shown as solid circles. The solid
(dashed) distributions are GENIE predictions with (without)
FSI, shown together with predictions from the NuWro and
NEUT event generators. Ordinate-scale di↵erence reflects the
larger cross section for the ⌫

µ

-CC(⇡+) sample.

Figure 13 shows the GENIE predictions for the sample
compositions compared to the d�/dQ

2 data points. The
three main reaction categories are predicted to distribute
broadly over the range 0.0  Q

2  2.0 GeV 2. The co-
herent scattering contribution to the ⌫µ-CC(⇡+) sample
is predicted to be mostly confined to Q

2

< 0.4GeV2.
At high Q

2, the non-resonant processes in GENIE have
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dicts a distinctly larger rate for coherent reaction (9)

than does GENIE. Consequently the NEUT prediction
(Fig. 12a) peaks near Q2 ' 0.0 GeV2, while GENIE and
NuWro do not predict such an e↵ect. In fact, GENIE
and NuWro predict a mild turnover in d�/dQ

2 as Q2 ap-
proaches zero GeV, in agreement with the turnover ex-
hibited by the data. MINERvA has published total cross
section data for coherent pion production [30] using the
same initial data samples as the analyses presented here.
The NEUT prediction for the total coherent cross section
is much larger than those data, while the GENIE predic-
tion roughly agrees with the measured cross section in
both shape and absolute rate.
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FIG. 12. Di↵erential cross sections in four-momentum trans-
fer squared Q2 for the ⌫

µ

-CC(⇡+) sample (a) and the ⌫̄
µ

-
CC(⇡0) sample (b). Data are shown as solid circles. The solid
(dashed) distributions are GENIE predictions with (without)
FSI, shown together with predictions from the NuWro and
NEUT event generators. Ordinate-scale di↵erence reflects the
larger cross section for the ⌫

µ

-CC(⇡+) sample.

Figure 13 shows the GENIE predictions for the sample
compositions compared to the d�/dQ

2 data points. The
three main reaction categories are predicted to distribute
broadly over the range 0.0  Q

2  2.0 GeV 2. The co-
herent scattering contribution to the ⌫µ-CC(⇡+) sample
is predicted to be mostly confined to Q

2

< 0.4GeV2.
At high Q

2, the non-resonant processes in GENIE have



Final State Interactions (FSI) ���
Conclusions for Pion Energy ���
(Shape Comparisons – W < 1.8 GeV) 

◆  Data prefer GENIE with FSI although even with FSI GENIE 
tends to over-predict compared to data for π+

15

16

duced ⇡

± and for the produced ⇡

0 of these samples
(Figs. 16a,b respectively). The data points depict the
same signal obtained with the same procedures reported
in the main text, including the restriction on the invari-
ant hadronic mass, W < 1.8 GeV. For the ⌫̄µ-CC(⇡0)
sample, the updated ⇡

0 distributions are shown for the
same energy range, 1.5GeV < E⌫ < 10GeV, as is used
for the ⌫µ-CC(⇡+) sample. The quantity plotted for
charged pions in Figs. 15 and 16 is same as in Ref. [5].
Although not a true cross section, it arises from the cross
section definition, Eq. (7), when each event can produce
one or more pions.
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FIG. 15. Di↵erential cross sections for pion kinetic energy,
d�/dT

⇡

, for the ⌫
µ

-CC(⇡+) (a) and ⌫̄
µ

-CC(⇡0) (b) samples.
The data (solid circles) are compared to GENIE predictions
neglecting versus including pion FSI (dashed vs solid-line his-
tograms). Improved descriptions for shapes of the pion spec-
tra are obtained with FSI e↵ects included in the simulations.

Figures 15 and 16 show comparisons with GENIE pre-
dictions; for both samples it is clearly seen that the pion
FSI treatment causes the simulation to move closer to
the data. The main change in these updated results
compared to the earlier ones is reduction of the large
disagreement in absolute normalizations of the di↵eren-
tial cross sections between data and GENIE-based pre-
dictions. This reduction comes about because the calcu-
lated data normalization is now higher by ⇠ 20% (⇠ 5%)
for the ⌫µ-CC(⇡+) (⌫̄µ-CC(⇡0)) sample. Thus the GE-
NIE predictions are now closer to the data but still ap-
pear to be too high, with the normalization di↵erences
approaching 15% in the ⇡

+ data set.
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FIG. 16. Di↵erential cross sections for the pion production
angle with respect to the beam direction, d�/d✓

⇡

, for the
⌫
µ

-CC(⇡+) (a) and ⌫̄
µ

-CC(⇡0) (b) samples. As in Fig. 15,
the data is compared to GENIE predictions without and with
pion FSI e↵ects included; marked improvement with the data
is observed when pion FSI is taken into account (solid-line
distributions).

[1] K. Abe et al. (T2K Collaboration) Nucl. Instrum. Meth-
ods 659, 106 (2011); arXiv:1106.1238.

[2] D.S. Ayres et al. (NOvA Collaboration), Report No.
FERMILAB-DESIGN-2007-01, 2007.
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in the main text, including the restriction on the invari-
ant hadronic mass, W < 1.8 GeV. For the ⌫̄µ-CC(⇡0)
sample, the updated ⇡

0 distributions are shown for the
same energy range, 1.5GeV < E⌫ < 10GeV, as is used
for the ⌫µ-CC(⇡+) sample. The quantity plotted for
charged pions in Figs. 15 and 16 is same as in Ref. [5].
Although not a true cross section, it arises from the cross
section definition, Eq. (7), when each event can produce
one or more pions.
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tograms). Improved descriptions for shapes of the pion spec-
tra are obtained with FSI e↵ects included in the simulations.

Figures 15 and 16 show comparisons with GENIE pre-
dictions; for both samples it is clearly seen that the pion
FSI treatment causes the simulation to move closer to
the data. The main change in these updated results
compared to the earlier ones is reduction of the large
disagreement in absolute normalizations of the di↵eren-
tial cross sections between data and GENIE-based pre-
dictions. This reduction comes about because the calcu-
lated data normalization is now higher by ⇠ 20% (⇠ 5%)
for the ⌫µ-CC(⇡+) (⌫̄µ-CC(⇡0)) sample. Thus the GE-
NIE predictions are now closer to the data but still ap-
pear to be too high, with the normalization di↵erences
approaching 15% in the ⇡

+ data set.
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⇡

, for the
⌫
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-CC(⇡+) (a) and ⌫̄
µ

-CC(⇡0) (b) samples. As in Fig. 15,
the data is compared to GENIE predictions without and with
pion FSI e↵ects included; marked improvement with the data
is observed when pion FSI is taken into account (solid-line
distributions).
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FSI Conclusions for Pion Angle ���
Shape Comparison W < 1.8 GeV 

◆  Data prefer GENIE with FSI although. even with FSI, GENIE 
tends to over-predict compared to data for π+

16

16

duced ⇡

± and for the produced ⇡

0 of these samples
(Figs. 16a,b respectively). The data points depict the
same signal obtained with the same procedures reported
in the main text, including the restriction on the invari-
ant hadronic mass, W < 1.8 GeV. For the ⌫̄µ-CC(⇡0)
sample, the updated ⇡

0 distributions are shown for the
same energy range, 1.5GeV < E⌫ < 10GeV, as is used
for the ⌫µ-CC(⇡+) sample. The quantity plotted for
charged pions in Figs. 15 and 16 is same as in Ref. [5].
Although not a true cross section, it arises from the cross
section definition, Eq. (7), when each event can produce
one or more pions.
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⇡

, for the ⌫
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-CC(⇡+) (a) and ⌫̄
µ

-CC(⇡0) (b) samples.
The data (solid circles) are compared to GENIE predictions
neglecting versus including pion FSI (dashed vs solid-line his-
tograms). Improved descriptions for shapes of the pion spec-
tra are obtained with FSI e↵ects included in the simulations.

Figures 15 and 16 show comparisons with GENIE pre-
dictions; for both samples it is clearly seen that the pion
FSI treatment causes the simulation to move closer to
the data. The main change in these updated results
compared to the earlier ones is reduction of the large
disagreement in absolute normalizations of the di↵eren-
tial cross sections between data and GENIE-based pre-
dictions. This reduction comes about because the calcu-
lated data normalization is now higher by ⇠ 20% (⇠ 5%)
for the ⌫µ-CC(⇡+) (⌫̄µ-CC(⇡0)) sample. Thus the GE-
NIE predictions are now closer to the data but still ap-
pear to be too high, with the normalization di↵erences
approaching 15% in the ⇡

+ data set.
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-CC(⇡+) (a) and ⌫̄
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-CC(⇡0) (b) samples. As in Fig. 15,
the data is compared to GENIE predictions without and with
pion FSI e↵ects included; marked improvement with the data
is observed when pion FSI is taken into account (solid-line
distributions).
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Although not a true cross section, it arises from the cross
section definition, Eq. (7), when each event can produce
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tograms). Improved descriptions for shapes of the pion spec-
tra are obtained with FSI e↵ects included in the simulations.

Figures 15 and 16 show comparisons with GENIE pre-
dictions; for both samples it is clearly seen that the pion
FSI treatment causes the simulation to move closer to
the data. The main change in these updated results
compared to the earlier ones is reduction of the large
disagreement in absolute normalizations of the di↵eren-
tial cross sections between data and GENIE-based pre-
dictions. This reduction comes about because the calcu-
lated data normalization is now higher by ⇠ 20% (⇠ 5%)
for the ⌫µ-CC(⇡+) (⌫̄µ-CC(⇡0)) sample. Thus the GE-
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approaching 15% in the ⇡

+ data set.
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-CC(⇡+) (a) and ⌫̄
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the data is compared to GENIE predictions without and with
pion FSI e↵ects included; marked improvement with the data
is observed when pion FSI is taken into account (solid-line
distributions).
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From the lepton side (W < 1.8 GeV) ���
Cross section model comparisons for µ momentum

◆  GENIE and NEUT predictions are similar and are higher than NuWro in both 
analyses.

◆  NuWro does well with both shape and normalization for π+ but has problems 
with the π0

◆  In charged pion both GENIE and NEUT overestimate the cross section 17

10

the GENIE predictions. In the ⌫µ-CC(⇡+) sample (up-
per plot), �(1232) production in the charge state �++

dominates the final state, and pion intranuclear absorp-
tion plus pion charge exchange deplete the number of
final-state pions that exit the nucleus. This depletion
cannot be compensated by charge-exchange feed-in from
�+ channels which are produced at lower rates (due to
their smaller isospin amplitudes). Thus, for reactions
(1), the GENIE prediction with FSI included is always
smaller than the GENIE prediction without FSI. For re-
actions (2) of the ⌫̄µ-CC(⇡0) sample however, the situa-
tion is reversed. The latter reactions also lose pions to
intranuclear absorption and charge exchange. However,
the feed-in of charge-exchanged ⇡

0 originating from pro-
duction of �� states is always larger than the losses.
Production of the latter states benefits from having a
relatively large isospin amplitude. The net result is that
for reactions (2) the GENIE prediction is elevated by the
inclusion of FSI processes (Fig. 6b).

Di↵erences in absolute rate between the data and GE-
NIE predictions are evident in Fig. 6a. The GENIE pre-
diction with FSI (solid-line curve) is too high by 20% to
30% for the neutrino-induced sample of Fig. 6a. On the
other hand, Fig. 6b shows the GENIE prediction with
FSI to be in good agreement with the distribution for
the antineutrino sample. The uncertainties associated
with the absolute ⌫µ and ⌫̄µ fluxes are 8.5% and 8.0%
respectively, so the data/MC normalization di↵erences
are of order 2.4� and 0.3�.

The remaining curves in Fig. 6 show the predictions
of the NuWro and NEUT neutrino event generators
(with FSI e↵ects included). Notably all three generators
achieve good agreement for the shape of d�/d✓µ for both
of the CC pion production samples. NEUT, like GENIE,
predicts an absolute rate for the ⌫µ-CC(⇡+) sample that
is distinctly higher than for the data, while the NuWro
prediction for the same sample is in excellent agreement
with respect to distribution shape and normalization.
For the ⌫̄µ-CC(⇡0) sample of Fig. 6b, however, the situa-
tion is opposite: GENIE and NEUT achieve good agree-
ment in normalization as well as shape, while the NuWro
prediction falls well below the data.

Normalization di↵erences between data and predic-
tions of event generators can be driven by cross-section
uncertainties for ⌫µ/⌫̄µ -induced pion production in scat-
tering on free nucleons, as well as by flux uncertainties.
The data constraining these processes are sparse, and in
the case of ⌫µ+p ! µ

�+⇡

++p, the two bubble chamber
measurements using 0.5 to ⇠ 3 GeV neutrinos reported
cross sections that di↵ered by ⇠ 30% in absolute normal-
ization [38, 39]. (A recent reanalysis obtains consistency
between these two data sets [40] , however the generator
predictions shown here have not been tuned to the results
of this reanalysis.) For the channel ⌫̄µ +p ! µ

++⇡

0+n

there is only one cross-section data point, obtained with
antineutrino scattering on a heavy-liquid (freon CF

3

Br)
bubble chamber fill [41].

B. Muon momentum

The di↵erential cross sections as a function of the
muon momentum pµ for the two samples are shown in
Fig. 7. The distributions peak between 2.0 and 2.5 GeV
and fall o↵ rapidly as pµ increases from 3.0 to beyond
6.0 GeV. The same trends as observed in d�/d✓µ are ap-
parent here in d�/dpµ. The relatively large uncertainty
for the lowest-momentum bin in Fig. 7a is an artifact
of the muon acceptance in MINOS. Because muons with
pµ < 1 GeV have low e�ciency, the data selection re-
quires E⌫ > 1.5 GeV. Therefore, the first bin only re-
ceives event counts as the result of the unfolding proce-
dure.
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FIG. 7. Di↵erential cross sections as a function of the muon
momentum for the ⌫

µ

(a) and ⌫̄
µ

(b) pion production sam-
ples. Data are shown as solid circles. The inner (outer) error
bars correspond to statistical (total) uncertainties. The solid
(dashed) distributions are GENIE predictions with (without)
FSI. Also shown are predictions for the NuWro and NEUT
event generators.

Figure 7 compares the observed d�/dpµ distributions
to predictions of the three event generators. Similar to
the situation with d�/d✓µ in Fig. 6, the three genera-
tors achieve good agreement with respect to the shape

10

the GENIE predictions. In the ⌫µ-CC(⇡+) sample (up-
per plot), �(1232) production in the charge state �++

dominates the final state, and pion intranuclear absorp-
tion plus pion charge exchange deplete the number of
final-state pions that exit the nucleus. This depletion
cannot be compensated by charge-exchange feed-in from
�+ channels which are produced at lower rates (due to
their smaller isospin amplitudes). Thus, for reactions
(1), the GENIE prediction with FSI included is always
smaller than the GENIE prediction without FSI. For re-
actions (2) of the ⌫̄µ-CC(⇡0) sample however, the situa-
tion is reversed. The latter reactions also lose pions to
intranuclear absorption and charge exchange. However,
the feed-in of charge-exchanged ⇡

0 originating from pro-
duction of �� states is always larger than the losses.
Production of the latter states benefits from having a
relatively large isospin amplitude. The net result is that
for reactions (2) the GENIE prediction is elevated by the
inclusion of FSI processes (Fig. 6b).
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respectively, so the data/MC normalization di↵erences
are of order 2.4� and 0.3�.

The remaining curves in Fig. 6 show the predictions
of the NuWro and NEUT neutrino event generators
(with FSI e↵ects included). Notably all three generators
achieve good agreement for the shape of d�/d✓µ for both
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For the ⌫̄µ-CC(⇡0) sample of Fig. 6b, however, the situa-
tion is opposite: GENIE and NEUT achieve good agree-
ment in normalization as well as shape, while the NuWro
prediction falls well below the data.

Normalization di↵erences between data and predic-
tions of event generators can be driven by cross-section
uncertainties for ⌫µ/⌫̄µ -induced pion production in scat-
tering on free nucleons, as well as by flux uncertainties.
The data constraining these processes are sparse, and in
the case of ⌫µ+p ! µ

�+⇡

++p, the two bubble chamber
measurements using 0.5 to ⇠ 3 GeV neutrinos reported
cross sections that di↵ered by ⇠ 30% in absolute normal-
ization [38, 39]. (A recent reanalysis obtains consistency
between these two data sets [40] , however the generator
predictions shown here have not been tuned to the results
of this reanalysis.) For the channel ⌫̄µ +p ! µ

++⇡

0+n

there is only one cross-section data point, obtained with
antineutrino scattering on a heavy-liquid (freon CF

3

Br)
bubble chamber fill [41].

B. Muon momentum

The di↵erential cross sections as a function of the
muon momentum pµ for the two samples are shown in
Fig. 7. The distributions peak between 2.0 and 2.5 GeV
and fall o↵ rapidly as pµ increases from 3.0 to beyond
6.0 GeV. The same trends as observed in d�/d✓µ are ap-
parent here in d�/dpµ. The relatively large uncertainty
for the lowest-momentum bin in Fig. 7a is an artifact
of the muon acceptance in MINOS. Because muons with
pµ < 1 GeV have low e�ciency, the data selection re-
quires E⌫ > 1.5 GeV. Therefore, the first bin only re-
ceives event counts as the result of the unfolding proce-
dure.
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FIG. 7. Di↵erential cross sections as a function of the muon
momentum for the ⌫
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(a) and ⌫̄
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(b) pion production sam-
ples. Data are shown as solid circles. The inner (outer) error
bars correspond to statistical (total) uncertainties. The solid
(dashed) distributions are GENIE predictions with (without)
FSI. Also shown are predictions for the NuWro and NEUT
event generators.

Figure 7 compares the observed d�/dpµ distributions
to predictions of the three event generators. Similar to
the situation with d�/d✓µ in Fig. 6, the three genera-
tors achieve good agreement with respect to the shape



From the lepton side (W < 1.8 GeV) ���
Cross section model comparisons for µ angle

◆  The same normalization and shape behavior as with the µ mometum

18
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section within an error range based upon compiled mea-
surements. A large fraction of the secondary ⇡

0 in the
background is estimated to arise from ⇡

� ! ⇡

0 charge
exchange (CEX), for which the cross sections are poorly
known. The e↵ect of this uncertainty on our measure-
ment is evaluated by changing the CEX cross section
within its uncertainty of ±50% [28, 35, 36], and then
re-measuring the cross sections. The uncertainty in the
electromagnetic energy scale contributes 2.2% to the er-
ror budget, estimated from the fitted mean uncertainty
of the data m�� distribution.

FIG. 5. Fractional uncertainties for muon momenta in the
⌫
µ

-CC(⇡+) analysis (a), and the ⌫̄
µ

-CC(⇡0) analysis (b), for
the case of absolute normalization to the data exposure. The
statistical (total) error is shown by the dashed (highest solid-
line) histogram in each plot. Component histograms show
the contributions from the five systematic error sources.

The principal-interaction cross-section model (GE-
NIE) also contributes significantly to the uncertainty of
both analyses. One of the large uncertainties arises from
modeling the basic pion production process on individ-
ual nucleons. Tables of values of the cross section and
of systematic uncertainty decomposition for each bin of
each measurement are given in the Supplement to this
paper [37].

VI. MUON KINEMATICS IN CC(⇡)
PRODUCTION

A. Muon production angle

Figure 6 shows the di↵erential cross sections as a func-
tion of polar angle, ✓µ, with respect to the neutrino
beam, for the ⌫µ-CC(⇡+) sample (Fig. 6a) and for the
⌫̄µ-CC(⇡0) sample (Fig. 6b). For both samples, the ✓µ

distribution peaks around 8� and then decreases gradu-
ally. Beyond 25� the acceptance into the MINOS near
detector is small, and so no cross sections are given for
that region. The superimposed solid-line (dashed-line)
histogram shows the GENIE prediction that includes
(omits) the intranuclear FSI treatment. The ratio of the
predictions with/without FSI is observed to be roughly
constant over the observed angular range.
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FIG. 6. Di↵erential cross sections as a function of the muon
production angle ✓

µ

for the ⌫
µ

(a) versus ⌫̄
µ

(b) pion pro-
duction samples. Data are shown as solid circles. The inner
(outer) error bars correspond to statistical (total) uncertain-
ties. The solid (dashed) distributions are GENIE predictions
with (without) FSI. Predictions for the NuWro and NEUT
event generators are also shown.

Comparison of the dashed and solid-line histograms in
Fig. 6a,b shows that pion FSI play a significant role in
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ally. Beyond 25� the acceptance into the MINOS near
detector is small, and so no cross sections are given for
that region. The superimposed solid-line (dashed-line)
histogram shows the GENIE prediction that includes
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FIG. 6. Di↵erential cross sections as a function of the muon
production angle ✓

µ

for the ⌫
µ

(a) versus ⌫̄
µ

(b) pion pro-
duction samples. Data are shown as solid circles. The inner
(outer) error bars correspond to statistical (total) uncertain-
ties. The solid (dashed) distributions are GENIE predictions
with (without) FSI. Predictions for the NuWro and NEUT
event generators are also shown.

Comparison of the dashed and solid-line histograms in
Fig. 6a,b shows that pion FSI play a significant role in



Conclusions: the n(≥ 1)-π zone (W < 1.8 GeV)���
Dominated by Δ resonance that decays in the nucleus  

◆  Distributions of the muon observables (pμ,θμ,Eν,Q2) are sensitive to 
nuclear structure.
▼  There is an indication that the GENIE normalization for π+ production is 

overestimated.
▼  P. Rodrigues et al reanalysis of deuterium Data arXiv:1601.01888 suggests 

reduce GENIE non resonant production by ≈ 50%!
◆   They are complementary to pion variables (Tπ , θπ ), which are 

sensitive to FSI. 
▼  There is clear indication that the data prefers models, such as GENIE, with a 

treatment of FSI.
◆  The Q2 spectrum provides the most detail and no single model 

describes both the π+ and π0 distributions.
◆  We see experimental evidence suggesting models are improving. 

Need continued accurate experimental input to improved 
theoretical models to increase our understanding. 19



MINERvA: Neutral Current Diffractive Pion Production ���
Jeremy Wolcott���

arXiv:1604.01728 accepted for PRL

20
arXiv:1604.01728,

Phys. Rev. Lett. 116, 081802 (2016)



Diffractive Scattering���
Called “Coherent” off a nucleus – diffractive off a nucleon

21
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Excess

A(z,n)

π0

νν

Z

|t|=(q-pπ)2

A(z,n)

PCAC-based NC coherent 
production from nuclei

H

π0

νν

Z

|t|=(q-pπ)2

H

PCAC-based NC di�ractive 
production from H

 (analogous)

● We believe our excess is due to NC di4ractive 
scattering from Hydrogen

– MINERvA tracker is hydrocarbon (lots of H)

– No default model in GENIE

– Event characteristics very similar... (next slide)
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Excess

Incoming ν direction

Shower direction3. Proton energy 
upstream from 

shower

2. Shower 
axis 

forward 
(coherent

-like)

1. Two-photon shower 
from π0

2. No other energy

● Characteristics of excess match 
di4ractive process very well:

1) Two-photon π0 shower

2) Coherent-like scattering:

● Forward kinematics

● Very little other energy

3) Visible proton energy

● Predominantly higher-energy 
showers

A(z,n)

π0

ν
ν

Z

|t|=(q-pπ)2

A(z,n)

NC di�ractive production from H



Observation compared to Predictions ���
Eθ2 distribution 

◆  The Eθ2 distribution is the 
NC equivalent of the “t” 
distribution in CC 
coherent / diffractive 
scattering.  This is a strong 
indication that we are 
observing a diffractive 
process.
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FIG. 3. The data excess (points) as compared (via shape) to GENIE samples of NC coherent and

incoherent ⇡0 production. The comparisons are made as a function of E
shower

(upper left), E
shower

✓

2

(upper right),  (lower left), and in-line upstream energy (lower right). Data uncertainties are

statistcal only; predictions include systematic uncertaintes added in quadrature with statistical.

more in-line upstream energy than the NC coherent process and are more consistent with

the NC incoherent process, suggesting a small nuclear recoil from the neutrino interaction.

Corroborating this hypothesis, the charge-weighted distance from that energy to the shower

vertex was examined in the data sample and seen to fit the exponential decay distance

expected for a photon conversion after propagating through the detector from the interaction

point defined by the upstream activity.

The results described above were supplemented by a visual scan of event displays for

11



Observation compared to Predictions ���
E shower distribution

◆  The observed shower 
energy is considerably 
harder than expected 
from π0 processes in 
GENIE.
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more in-line upstream energy than the NC coherent process and are more consistent with

the NC incoherent process, suggesting a small nuclear recoil from the neutrino interaction.

Corroborating this hypothesis, the charge-weighted distance from that energy to the shower

vertex was examined in the data sample and seen to fit the exponential decay distance

expected for a photon conversion after propagating through the detector from the interaction

point defined by the upstream activity.

The results described above were supplemented by a visual scan of event displays for
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Observation compared to Predictions ���
In-line Upstream Energy

◆  In line energy upstream of 
the shower vertex.  Much 
more energy is observed 
here then expected with NC 
coherent – again suggesting 
a diffractive interaction off 
a light target.
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more in-line upstream energy than the NC coherent process and are more consistent with

the NC incoherent process, suggesting a small nuclear recoil from the neutrino interaction.

Corroborating this hypothesis, the charge-weighted distance from that energy to the shower

vertex was examined in the data sample and seen to fit the exponential decay distance

expected for a photon conversion after propagating through the detector from the interaction

point defined by the upstream activity.

The results described above were supplemented by a visual scan of event displays for
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MINERvA Observations compared to Predictions ���
With D. Rein’s diffractive pion production model

◆  There is one model for diffractive pion 
production in a beta format in GENIE.  It 
is from Dieter Rein (NPB 278:61 1986) 
and is specifically for W > 2.0 GeV.  It 
has not gone through the vetting 
procedure of other  GENIE models.

◆  Comparison with the candidate 
kinematics suggest there is still work to 
be done.

◆  Cross section: For Eshower > 3 GeV
integrated over the MINERvA flux bases on 
the 546 candidates:
0.26 ± 0.02(stat) ± 0.08(sys) × 10−39 cm2/CH 25
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NC di.ractive π0 o. H

... but kinematics are rather 
di�erent than those of the excess...

Excess still 
has harder E 

spectrum

Excess is 
somewhat 

more 
forward

● GENIE does have one (beta-quality) 

implementation:

– Based on model from D. Rein 

(NPB 278:61, 1986)

– Not enabled by default

● Not vetted like default models

● Would double-count: global single-pi tune 

predates this model

– Our testing seems to imply 

implementation may have some issues

● We tried it anyway to see how it 

compares



Kaon Production at MINERvA ���
Chris Marshall

26
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Types of reactions

● “Associated production”, “ΔS = 0”: pairs of strange particles 

in final state

● νμ n → μ- K+ Λ

● νμ n → μ- K+ K- p

● νμ n → νμ K+ Σ-

● “Single kaon production”, “ΔS = 1”: Cabibbo-suppressed, 

single kaon final state 

● νμ N → μ- K+ N

● “Coherent kaon production”: nucleus remains in ground state

● νμ A → μ- K+ A



MINERvA K Production Event

27
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My guess: νμp→μ-K+Σ+

Strip number
Module number

Neutrino 
direction

top view

K+
μ+

μ-

n→pπ+Σ+→nπ+ 

Key 
distinguishing 

feature of kaons 
for MINERvA: 
time separation 

of kaon and 
decay products.

Here, color 
denotes hit time

Σ± --> n π±
π±



CC Cross section favors GENIE prediction

28
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Cross section: good agreement 
with GENIE

2015-02-05 Chris Marshall - University of Rochester 67

Data disfavors NuWro

● Kaons in NuWro 
come only from 
hadronization 
(PYTHIA)

● Shape is inconsistent 
with NuWro at low 
energy

https://arxiv.org/abs/1604.03920

◆  Charged current K+ production cross section, based on 885 events, shows 
reasonably good agreement with simulation.

◆  This measurement increased the world’s sample of K+ production events from 
neutrinos from dozens to hundreds!



NC Kaon Production���
Background for SUSY-preferred proton decay p → K+ ν

29

◆  Neutral current K+ production cross section, based on 200 events, 
shows reasonably good agreement with simulation.

◆  We need improvements in the interaction and FSI models, but this 
result supports the idea that background estimates in proton decay 
searches are reasonable.

C. Marshall, 
FNAL Seminar, 5 Feb 2016



Kaon Summary���
CC: Phys. Rev. D 94, 012002 (2016)���

Coherent: Phys. Rev. Lett. 117, 061802 (2016)���
NC paper in preparation
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Summary

● MINERvA has made the best measurement to date of 
charged-current and neutral-current K+ production by 
neutrinos

● Probed FSI by studying kaon spectrum

● Looked for “kaon plus nothing” neutral current events 
that could fake proton decay signal

● Observed charged-current coherent K+ production at 3σ 

● GENIE cross section + nuclear model does a good job 
of reproducing the data – great news for DUNE & 
Hyper-K nucleon decay searches



Nuclear Targets
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Nuclear Targets 

Liquid He 
250 kg 

1”  Fe /  1”  Pb 
322 kg / 263 kg 

 

 9”  H20 
 625 kg 

1”  Pb  / 1”  Fe 
263 kg / 321 kg 

3”  C / 1”  Fe  /  1”  Pb 
160 kg / 158 kg / 107 kg 

0.3”  Pb 
225 kg 

.5”  Fe  /  .5”  Pb 
162 kg / 134 kg 

 

W
ater 

Active Scintillator Modules 

Tracking 
Region He 

“4” “5” “3” “2” “1” 



Inclusive Nuclear Target Cross section Ratios ���
Minimal percentage contribution from DIS

◆  MINERvA nuclear targets of C (166 Kg), 
     Fe (653 kg) and Pb (750 Kg)

◆  We are used to seeing ratios like at right that 
has been measured for DIS events.

◆  This data includes QE and Resonance!
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Reconstructed Bjorken x
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FIG. 1: Reconstructed Bjorken x distributions in data and
simulation for selected inclusive ⌫µ events in the lead of Target
2. The plot includes CH contamination separately estimated
using data and simulated events in the tracker region. Both
simulation distributions are normalized to the data by the
number of events passing all event selection criteria. Events
are scaled to a bin size of 0.1. Events with x greater than 1.5
are not shown.

Reconstructed x I II III IV V Mean Generated Q

2

(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (GeV2)

0.0–0.1 11.3 42.5 5.9 19.2 15.7 0.23

0.1–0.3 13.6 36.4 16.7 9.1 23.0 0.70

0.3–0.7 32.7 32.8 11.8 1.4 21.1 1.00

0.7–0.9 55.1 25.4 4.3 0.5 14.6 0.95

0.9–1.1 62.7 21.6 2.8 0.5 12.3 0.90

1.1–1.5 69.6 18.1 1.9 0.4 9.9 0.82

> 1.5 79.1 12.8 0.6 0.3 7.1 0.86

TABLE I: Average sample composition of selected nuclear
target and tracker events in reconstructed x bins based on GE-
NIE simulation of di↵erent physics processes, together with
the average generated Q

2. Processes are (I) quasielastic, (II)
baryon resonance production, (III) deep inelastic scattering
at Q2

> 1 GeV2 and W > 2 GeV, (IV) deep inelastic scatter-
ing at Q

2
< 1 GeV2 and W > 2 GeV, and (V) nonresonant

inelastic continuum with W < 2 GeV.

a↵ected data are weighted accordingly.

GENIE predicts a sample not dominated by any sin-
gle process. Table I shows the predicted prevalence of
processes in bins of reconstructed x. We compare GE-
NIE’s prediction for inclusive cross section ratios re-
stricted to 2 < E

⌫

< 20 GeV and ✓

µ

< 17� to two
other models for nuclear modification of structure func-
tions3. The Kulagin-Petti microphysical model starts
with neutrino-nucleon structure functions and incorpo-
rates A-dependent nuclear e↵ects [9, 37]. The updated
Bodek-Yang treatment [38] of the model implemented in
GENIE [30] includes an A-dependent empirical correc-
tion based on charged lepton measurements on the nuclei

3
See Supplemental Material for a table summarizing the com-

parison of models of nuclear modification ofinelastic structure

functions.

x I II III IV V VI Total

0.0–0.1 2.0 0.7 1.1 0.8 2.1 2.8 4.3

0.1–0.3 1.7 0.7 1.0 1.2 1.8 2.0 3.7

0.3–0.7 1.5 0.5 1.3 1.4 1.8 2.1 3.7

0.7–0.9 2.0 2.3 1.3 2.6 1.7 4.8 6.7

0.9–1.1 2.9 3.8 1.4 2.9 1.8 6.4 8.8

1.1–1.5 2.8 3.2 1.6 3.6 2.0 7.2 9.5

TABLE II: Systematic uncertainties (expressed as percent-
ages) on the ratio of charged-current inclusive ⌫µ di↵erential

cross sections d�Fe

dx
/

d�CH

dx
with respect to x associated with

(I) subtraction of CH contamination, (II) detector response to
muons and hadrons, (III) neutrino interaction models, (IV)
final state interaction models, (V) flux and target number,
and (VI) statistics. The rightmost column shows the total
uncertainty due to all sources.

of interest. Although nuclear structure functions vary by
20% among models, ratios of structure functions in Fe or
Pb to C di↵er by <⇠1%.

The total cross section for an E

⌫

bin i is �

i

=
⌃jUij(Nj�N

bg
j )

"iT�i
, where U

ij

is a matrix that accounts for
smearing from true energy bin i to reconstructed energy
bin j; N

j

and N

bg

j

are the numbers of total and esti-
mated background events in bin j, respectively; "

i

is the
e�ciency for reconstructing signal events in bin i; T is
the number of target nucleons; and �

i

is the neutrino
flux bin i. The flux-integrated di↵erential cross section

for a reconstructed x bin j is
�
d�

dx

�
j

=
Nj�N

bg
j

"jT��j(x)
, where

� is the neutrino flux integrated from 2 to 20 GeV, �
j

(x)
is bin width, and other terms have the same meaning as
above. No correction is applied to account for neutron
excess in any target nuclei.

The main sources of systematic uncertainty in the cross
section ratio measurements are (I) subtraction of CH con-
tamination; (II) detector response to muons and hadrons;
(III) neutrino interaction models; (IV) final state inter-
action models; and (V) target number. Uncertainty in
flux is considered but negligible. All uncertainties are
evaluated by repeating the cross section analysis with
systematic shifts applied to simulation. Muon and re-
coil energy reconstruction uncertainties are described in
Ref. [26] and Ref. [33], respectively. We evaluate system-
atic error from cross section and final state interaction
models by varying underlying model parameters in GE-
NIE within their uncertainties [27]. Since variations in
model parameters a↵ect calorimetric scale factors, these
are reextracted during systematic error evaluation. Re-
coil energy and final state interaction model uncertain-
ties increase with x, because interactions of lower energy
hadrons are not as well constrained. An assay of detector
components yields an uncertainty in scintillator, carbon,
iron, and lead masses of 1.4%, 0.5%, 1.0%, and 0.5%,

respectively. The resulting uncertainties on d�

Fe

dx

/

d�

CH

dx

QE Res DIS
lowQ
DIS

  

MINERvA

DIS results

XBj



High x summary���
INCLUSIVE RATIOS ���

Brian Tice - Phys. Rev. Lett. 112, 231801 (2014)

◆  At x = [0.7,1.1], we observe an excess 
that grows with the size of the nucleus

◆  This effect is not modeled in the GENIE 
simulation.

◆  Do we not understand the A-
dependence of QE and Resonance 
production??
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HEP Seminar, 04/16/2014 Jyotsna Osta, Fermilab

Bjorken x
• We do not unfold x distributions since there is a 

large migration amongst x bins. 

• At x=[0.7,1.5] we observe an excess in our data 
that increases with the size of the nucleus 

• This effect not observed in  simulation 

• Are we modeling nuclear effects adequately ?
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Laura Fields I Recent Results from MINERvA 05/07/16

• Have measured inclusive 
charged current cross section 
ratios as a function of the 
dimensionless scaling variable x

• x corresponds to the fraction of 
the initial nucleon’s momentum 
that is carried by the struck 
quark

• Large normalization 
uncertainties cancel in ratios

Inclusive Cross Sections on Different Nuclei
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◆  Good reason to consider nuclear effects are DIFFERENT in ν - A. 
▼  Presence of axial-vector current.  
▼  Different nuclear effects for valance and sea --> for example different 

shadowing for xF3 compared to F2. 

Let’s go to DIS where quark model is cleaner���
Q2 > 1 and W > 2

  

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

1.1

1.2

0.001 0.01 0.1 1

EMC
NMC
E139
E665

shadowing EMC effect

Fermi motion

x sea quark valence quark



 Restrict to MINERvA DIS sample for cleaner theoretical picture 
DIS Cross Section Ratios – dσ/dx 

Joel Mousseau - Phys. Rev. D 93, 071101 (2016)

◆  The shape of the data at low x, 
especially with lead is 
consistent with additional 
nuclear shadowing. 

◆  At <x> (0.07) & <Q2 >  (2 
GeV2)  negligible shadowing 
is expected with l±. 

35Bjorken x
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Shadowing���
Nuclear Shadowing in Electro-Weak Interactions  ���

B. Kopeliovich, J.G.M., I. Schmidt - Prog.Part.Nucl.Phys. 68 (2013) 314-372

◆  Why low x?  Shadowing is multiple diffractive scatters that 
interfere destructively.

◆  The lifetime of the hadronic fluctuation has to be sufficient to allow 
for these multiple diffractive scatters: 

tc = 2Ehad / (Q2 + m2)

◆  For a given Q2 need large Ehad to yield sufficient tc which implies 
small x.

◆  m is larger for the vector current than the axial vector current ---> 
for a given Q2 you need more Ehad for the vector current than the 
axial vector current to have sufficient tc.

◆  This implies you can have shadowing at higher x with neutrinos 
than with charged leptons 36



Now Taking MUCH HIGHER Statistics in the ME Beam���
Already have 3 x POT in the ME as in the LE Beam���

Expect a large anti-neutrino exposure starting later this year
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Prospects for DIS with ME Beams W–Q2 “acceptance”   LE   (2 010 –12) 
z axis : 103 events / 3 x 103 kg of C / 5e20POT   

Simulation 
GENIE 2.6.2 

kinematical distribution from GENIE 2.6.2 event generator 
with Miner a   “standard”   cuts   (

E

 > 2 GeV,  > 170) 

W–Q2 “acceptance”   ME   (2 013 –18) 
z axis : 103 events / 3 x 103 kg of C / 6e20POT   

Simulation 
GENIE 2.6.2 

DIS 

CCQE 
RES 

kinematical distribution from GENIE 2.6.2 event generator 
with Miner a   “standard”   cuts   (

E

 > 2 GeV,  > 170) 

LE ME 

z axis : 103 events / 3 x 103 kg of C / 5e20 POT   
W – Q2 Kinematical Region in LE and ME 

Many more neutrino interactions in DIS regime 
     o higher beam energy 
     o increased statistics (beam intensity, energy) 
     o improve on systematical uncertainties 
    �o structure function measurements on different nuclei 
     o probe quark flavor dependence of nuclear effects 
 
Requested 10 x 1020 POT in neutrino and 
                   12 x 1020 POT in antineutrino mode 



Preliminary Conclusions …. Looking ahead…���
No single nuclear model can fit all of the accumulated data.

◆  Comparing MINERvA results to the nuclear models in GENIE and 
NuWro show that considerable progress has been achieved in the 
last few years.

◆  There is clear indication from MINERvA that FSI considerations are 
necessary but data not yet able to discriminate between FSI models

◆  Need to move away from the simple IA models of the nucleus used 
in most event generators.

◆  Would help to develop a model of neutrino nucleus interactions that 
is not a patchwork of individual thoughts that are difficult/
challenging to combine in a smooth continuous and correct whole.

◆  The model has to work for nuclei from C to Ar to Fe and for 
energies from sub-to-multi-GeV.   NP-HEP Collaborations!

◆  Need highly accurate neutrino nucleus scattering measurements to 
constrain the nuclear model.     NP-HEP Collaborations! 38



NuSTEC - Neutrino Scattering Theory Experiment Collaboration���
A Collaboration of HEP and Nuclear Experimentalists and Theorists Studying Low-

energy Neutrino Nucleus Scattering Physics  

◆  NuSTEC promotes the collaboration and coordinates efforts between: 
▼  Theorists (mainly NP) – studying neutrino nucleon/nucleus interactions.
▼  Experimentalists – primarily those actively engaged in neutrino nucleus 

scattering experiments as well as those trying to understand oscillation 
experiment systematics. e-A experimentalists are certainly welcome.

▼  Generator builders – actively developing/modifying the model of the nucleus as 
well as the behavior of particles in/out of the nucleus within generators 

◆  The main goal is to improve our understanding of neutrino 
interactions with nucleons and nuclei and, practically, get that 
understanding in our event generators.
▼  The impact of our main goal will be widespread in both hadron and nuclear 

physics and directly effect oscillation physics.

◆  Along the way we want to expand support for theorists and encourage 
a growing theoretical community.
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NuSTEC  Program

◆  Workshops: Coordinate and Organize Community-wide Workshops 
when needed
▼  Main Conference: The NuInt Neutrino Interaction Workshop (next, June 2017, Toronto)
▼  Do we need a modern neutrino-deuterium/hydrogen experiment? 

◆  Schools/Training Programs: Organize and run training programs in:
▼  Neutrino Scattering Event Generators:  30 students University of Liverpool last May
▼  Theory-oriented Neutrino-nucleus Scattering physics: 85 students Fermilab October 

2014.

▼ Next extended School to be held at Fermilab in Oct/Nov 2017. 

◆  Current Project White Paper/Review Publication – State of 
Neutrino Nucleus Scattering Physics – what we DON”T know.



The NuSTEC Board���
One Experimentalist from every ν-A experiment and one theorist 

from every ν-A nuclear theory “school”

Theorists (9)
◆  Luis Alvarez Ruso (co-spokesperson)
◆  Sajjad Athar
◆  Maria Barbaro
◆  Omar Benhar
◆  Natalie Jachowicz
◆  Marco Martini
◆  Toru Sato
◆  Rocco Schiavilla
◆  Jan Sobczyk (nuWRO)

Experimentalists (16)
◆  Steve Brice
◆  Dan Cherdack
◆  Steve Dytman (GENIE)
◆  Rik Gran
◆  Yoshinari Hayato (NEUT)
◆  Teppei Katori
◆  Kendall Mahn
◆  Camillo Mariani
◆  Mark Messier
◆  Jorge G. Morfín (co-spokesperson)
◆  Ornella Palamara
◆  Roberto Petti
◆  Gabe Perdue (GENIE)
◆  Makoto Sakuda
◆  Federico Sanchez
◆  Sam Zeller
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NuSTEC White Paper / Review with HEP Theorists ���
Concentrate on what we don’t know.���

Where should future efforts be directed.
◆  Executive Summary 
◆  Overview of the Current Challenges in the Theory of Neutrino Nucleon/

Nucleus Interaction Physics
◆  The Impact of Neutrino Nucleus Interaction Physics on Oscillation Physics 

Analyses
◆  Neutrino Event Generators
◆  e-A Scattering Input to ν-A
◆  Quasi-elastic, Quasi-elastic-like Scattering 
◆  Coherent and Diffractive Meson Production 
◆  Resonance Model
◆  Shallow Inelastic Scattering and Deep Inelastic Scattering

42



Current NuSTEC Style Collaboration���
HEP Proposal: Nuclear Theory for Neutrino-Nucleus Interactions ���

Introduce extended ab initio neutrino GFMC techniques into GENIE

43

S.J. Brice , J.G. Morfin, G.N. Perdue, and G.P. Zeller
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory 

S.A. Dytman
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Pittsburgh

H. Gallagher
Tufts University
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Old Dominion University

A. Lovato, S.C. Pieper, and R.B. Wiringa
Argonne National Laboratory
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Los Alamos National Laboratory
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
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Inclusive ratios - observed with vector current only

45

Figure 2-2: The results from a Hall B (JLab) inclusive (e, e′) experiment; the cross-
section ratios of 56Fe, 12C and 4He relative to 3He as a function of xB are shown.
Figure reproduced from [2].

MeV/c and three-nucleon SRC dominance above 500 MeV/c. This experiment also

showed that SRC could be probed at kinematics with a large momentum transfer

from the incident electron beam and xB > 1.

2.2 Semi-Inclusive (e, e′p) Experiments

The role of short-range correlations can be investigated through the semi-inclusive

A(e, e′p) reaction in which the scattered electron and knocked-out proton are detected

in coincidence. By measuring the momenta and energies of the scattered electron

and knocked-out proton involved in the reaction, the initial state of the knocked-out

proton can be reconstructed; this assumes a simple final state and that the reaction

mechanism is one-body—i.e. there are no competing two-body effects. If this proton

35
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Bjorken x
• We do not unfold x distributions since there is a 

large migration amongst x bins. 

• At x=[0.7,1.5] we observe an excess in our data 
that increases with the size of the nucleus 

• This effect not observed in  simulation 

• Are we modeling nuclear effects adequately ?
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Nuclear Structure in the GENIE Event Generator

◆  Relativistic Fermi gas (RFG) – basic model in most generators 

◆  Local Fermi gas (LFG) - depends on mass density 

◆  Spectral function – simplified solution to many-body calculation
▼  Great success in (e,e’), suggested for many years 
▼  Effective SF alternate model now
▼  Full calculation in next major release of GENIE

◆  Greens’ Function MC (GFMC) calculation (many-body) 
▼  Done by Carlson, Wiringa, Schiavilla, Pieper over many years 
▼   Proposal now being finished to submit to HEP-theory
▼  Proposal includes working with GENIE experts to insert nuclear theory into 

the generator.
46



Outline of A Step-by-Step Two-Detector���
LBL Oscillation Analysis ���

Importance of the Nuclear Model
1) Measure detected Ed and event topology in the near detector.
2) Use the nuclear model to take the detected Ed and topology     

back to the initial interaction energy Eν and topology.
3) Project this initial interaction Eν distribution, perturbed via an 

oscillation hypothesis that changes φν at the far detector.
4) Following the initial interaction in far detector, use the nuclear 

model to take the initial Eν and topology to a detected Ed and 
topology.

5) Compare with actual measurements in the far detector.

Critical dependence on the nuclear model even with a near 
detector – SYSTEMATICS DO NOT CANCEL!
How do we improve the nuclear model?!?
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FSI Conclusions for Pion Energy ���
(Multi model - Shape Comparisons - W < 1.4 GeV) ���

THIS AND NEXT THREE SLIDES PROBABLY GONE

◆  GENIE (with FSI), NEUT, and NuWro predict the data shape well
◆   Data is unable to distinguish different FSI models 

48

Motivation Previous Measurements

FSI Conclusions for Pion Energy (Shape Comparisons)

GENIE (with FSI), NEUT, and NuWro predict the data shape well
Data is unable to distinguish different FSI models

C.L. McGivern (University of Pittsburgh) Joint Experimental-Theoretical Physics Seminar 16 / 56



FSI Conclusions for Pion Angle ���
(Multi model - Shape Comparisons - W < 1.4 GeV) 

◆  GENIE (with FSI), NEUT, and NuWro predict the data shape well
◆   Again, data is unable to distinguish different FSI models 
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More details: charged pion  (W<1.4 GeV) ���
absolute cross section – model comparisons
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•  NEUT and NuWro normalization agree the best with data.  
•  GiBUU, GENIE normalizations disfavored by a couple σ
•  GENIE (with FSI), NEUT, and NuWro predict the data shape well 
•  Except for Athar, data is unable to distinguish different FSI models 



Summary for W < 1.4 GeV Analysis
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◆  MiniBooNE  - Eν~1 GeV
▼  Best theory models (GiBUU, Valencia) strongly disagree in shape
▼  Event generators have shape right, but problems in detail

◆  MINERvA - <Eν> = 4 GeV 
▼  Dominantly Δ resonance formation, decay in ���

nucleus, very similar to MiniBooNE)
▼  Event generators have shape but not magnitude
▼  Event generators show the absolute need for               including FSI!
▼  GiBUU has shape right, but wrong magnitude

◆  No models describes all data sets well!
▼  Theory based calculations have better physics ���

(nuclear corrections), but don’t describe data���
better than simpler event generator codes.
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F2 Structure Function Ratios: ν-Iron

F2(ν + Fe)
F2(ν + [n+p])
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F2 Structure Function Ratios: ν-Iron

F2(ν + Fe)
F2(ν + [n+p])



A More-Detailed Look at Differences
◆  NLO QCD calculation of                    in the ACOT-VFN scheme

▼  charge lepton fit undershoots low-x data & overshoots mid-x data
▼  low-Q2 and low-x data cause tension with the shadowing observed in 

charged lepton data
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A More-Detailed Look at Differences
◆  NLO QCD calculation of                    in the ACOT-VFN scheme

▼  charge lepton fit undershoots low-x data & overshoots mid-x data
▼  low-Q2 and low-x data cause tension with the shadowing observed in 

charged lepton data
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MINERνA vs nCTEQ

◆  MINERνA data suggests additional 
nuclear shadowing in the lowest x bin 
(<x> = 0.07, <Q2> = 2 GeV2) 

◆  In this x, Q2 bin we do NOT expect 
shadowing for l±  Fe/CH scattering 56

DIS Cross Section Ratios – dV / dxBj  

dσFe/dx 
dσCH/dx 

preliminary 

dσC/dx 
dσCH/dx 

preliminary 

dσPb/dx 
dσCH/dx 

preliminary 

Unfolded x (detector smearing) 
 

DIS: interpret data at partonic level 
x dependent ratios directly translates to 
x dependent nuclear effects 
(cannot reach the high-x with LE data sample) 
 

MINERQA data suggests additional nuclear shadowing 
in the lowest x bin (<x> = 0.07, <Q2> = 2 GeV2) 
 

In EMC region (0.3 < x < 0.7) agreement between 
data and models 

J. Mousseau, PhD 
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CTEQ Predictions for MINERQA 
General strategy has been to adapt electron 
scattering effects into neutrino scattering 
theory 
Neutrino event generators rely on  
measurements from charged leptons 
 
 
CTEQ tries to fit for nuclear effects by 
- comparing NuTeV structure functions 
on  iron  to  predicted  “n+p”  structure  functions 
- comparing to predictions from charged 
lepton scattering 
 
 
CTEQ prediction for the structure function 
ratios MINERQA can measure 
5% to 10% effects predicted for Pb / C 
 
 
Should be also studied using D targets. 

Kovarik PRL106 (2011) 122301 

Morfin, Adv. HEP (2012) 934597 


